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Reading for information is probably the most fxmdamental reason for
teaching this subject. The modem emphasis is being placed, more and more,
upon the development of the ability to apprehend meanings clearly and ac-
curately, This necessitates not only an accurate and sound foundation in
basic reading skills, but the development of the ability'- to understand, or-
ganize, and evaluate v/hat is read. The good reader of today must not only
have adequate habits of analysis, recognition, comprehension, and speed of
reading, he must use and react to the ideas he apprehends. He must reflect
upon their significance, evaluate them, discover relationships between them,
and clarify his understanding of them. "Any concept of reading that fails
to include an inquiring attitude, a clear recognition of purpose, orderly
reflection, and critical evaluation is inadequate today." ^
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is three-fold. It constitutes an attempt
(1) to determine some of the most important elements of the ability to or-
ganize that can be measured objectively in grades six, seven, and eight;
(2) to construct an objective test to measure the pupil's ability and skill
in the use of these elements; and (3) to draw some conclusions that may
have importance in the understanding and teaching of the ability to organize,
^Tj’illiam S, Gray, Recent Trends in Reading
,
Supplementary Educational Mono-
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This study will attempt to ans’.’rer the following specific questions:
(1) Is there a difference in the ability to organize between grades?
( 2 ) To what extent does intelligence influence scores made on this
test?
(3) To what extent does reading ability influence scores made on
this test?
(4) Are there sex differences in performance on this test?
Definition of Terms
I
It is important, at the outset, to state accurately what is meant by
i "the ability to organize". For the purpose of this study, "the ability to
i
organize" is understood to mean the ability to see and arrange v.'-ritten
ideas in their logical relationships.
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Before attempting the construction, adciinistration, and evaluation of
the proposed test, it was necessary to review the previous research done in
this field to place, in true perspective, the inportaice of this ability in
relation to the reading program; to find out vmat had already been done in
this area; and to determine the need for such a study.
Relation of Ability t o Organize and Reading .
^
From the -very beginning the author was impressed by the high regard
authorities in the field of reading hold for organizational ability as it
affects other phases of the reading process. This ability enters vitally
into its every phase, especially on the level of the higher mental processes.
Particularly is organization a factor in the process of reasoning,
Symonds^ states that the process of reasoning is dependent on analysis,
selection, organization, and generalization. Betts^ and McKee^ list organi-
zation as essential to thinJcing in reading and to the solution of problems.
Salisburj'^ studied the transfer effects of organization and found that
Ip. M. Symonds, Education and the Psychology of Learning, (He\7 York: LIcGrav/--
Hill Book Company, 193Sj, p. 13.
^Emmett A. Betts, ’’Developing Basic Reading Abilities," Elementary I^li_^
RevietT, 20: 312-320, December, 1943.
3paul HcKee, Reading and Literatxire in the Elementary School , (Boston:
Houghton llifflin c'c^pany,* 1934) ,' pp. 405-406,
^Rachel Salisbury, "A Study of the Tracfer Effects of Training in Logloal
Organization," Journal of Educational Research, 28: 241-254, December, 1934,
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specific instruction in outlining transferred to particular study situations
and iiaproved mastery in the content subjects, and that it improved thinking
and reasoning ability.
Oral and written recall, too, are largely dependent upon the ability to
organize. Durrell^ observes that a child may be weak "in the ability to or-
ganize ideas and to discriminate between major and minor ideas, v/ith a re-
sult that either written or oral recall is a collection of loosely associated
fragments of the selection." Hulsman^, in her study, also states
"The skill of organization is one of the abilities which is
necessary to the development of both a clear concept and
recall of the material read."
Blanchard^ and Dolch^ stress the value of organization ability as an
aid to clear, forceful writing. LIcDa’/ell and Anderson^ declare
"Not only is the organization of ideas one of the most im-
portant abilities involved in silent -reading comprehension,
but such ability is a prerequisite to effective oral and
written expression,"
^Donald D. Burrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, (Yonkers-on-
Iludson, New York: V/oVld feoot Company, 19^0')
,
p.' 2'9'5,
2h. L, Kulsman, Exercise s to Develop Reading Organization in Grade Six
,
Unpublished Ed. M, Service Paper, Boston University School of Education,
1947, p, 3.
^Frederick Thomas Blanchard, The Art of Composition
,
(Boston: Ginn and
Company, 1934), pp. 13-14,
^Edvmrd William Dolch, A Ivlanual for Remedial Reading
,
Champaign, Illinois:
The Garrard Press, 1939), pp. 122-123.
^John G. YcDavell, and Howard R. Anderson, "Testing the Ability of Pupils
to Outline," School Revievf, 46; 48-56, January, 1938.
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The relation of the ability to organize and problematic reading is
noted by McKee^, He says
'
"It should be obvious that in the interests of effective prob-
lematic reading in life outside the school and the improve-
ment of scholarship in school, it is important to teach the
pupils how to organize the material he reads whenever his
purpose in reading requires such a procedure."
I
Importance of Ability to Organize .
i
Because the abilitj’- to organize is so intimately tied up v^ith all
^phases of the reading process, it appears that the cultivation of this skill
'I
j!or ability is of prime importsjice.
ij O
I
Gates‘S believes tlmt reading is a complex process which may be analyzed
in terms of a large number of specific abilities or skills. Burkhart^ made
II
k study to determine the abilities most important in reading. He asked
treading authorities to evaluate a prepared list of skills. High on the list
iof major reading abilities were: ability to locate data; ability to select
'Idata; and ability to organize.
Judd^ states
'
"The chief function of the educational system is to cultivate
* to their fullest possible limits the unique human functions
of attention, analysis, abstraction, and generalization."
‘^Paul McKee, Op. cit., p, 407
^Arthur I. Gates, "A Study of the Role of Visual Perception, Intelligence,
and Certain Associative Processes in Reading and Spelling," Journal of
Educational Psychology, 17: 433-445, October, 1926.
^^Kathryn Harriett Burkhart, "An Analysis of Reading Abilities," Journal of
Educational Research, 38: 430-439, February, 1945.
^Charles H. Judd, Educational Psychology, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1939), p. 259.
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Betts^ also observes
"InfonrAtion is organized for the purpose of applying facts to
the solution of a personal problem or for coraraunication to
others interested in the same problem. In addition, v/ell-
developed organization abilities pemit the learner to per-
ceive relationships between facts, and therefore, contribute
to intelligent interpretation. Hence, organization abili-
ties rank high on a scale of values.”
llcx.iillan^ and Pennell and Cusack^ believe that the ability to organize
is of value in life problems outside the classroom.
The specific elements of this ability to organize are fully discussed
in another part of this study, (see pp. 16-23 ) Hawever, it seems perti-
nent to point out at this time what appears to be its two major phases —
analysis and sjnithesis. Goodykoontz- refers to analysis as "selective sort-
ing,” and synthesis as "formulating” or organizing. There are many grada-
tions of difficulty in these ti70 phases, but she considers making an outline
the highest tj'pe of skill in analyzing v/hat is read, and mailing a summaiy
the highest type of skill in synthesizing the important ideas for use.
Tetrick^ makes the follovring observation:
^Emmett A. Betts, Op, cit,, p. 319.
^M. McMillan, "Hovt to Make an Outline,” The Instructor, 54: 55, February,
1945.
^Mary E. Pennell, and Alice M. Cusack, Hoiv to Teach Reading
,
Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924
, p. 44,
^Bess Goodykoontz, "Teaching Pupils to Organize V.liat They Read,” Elementary
English Review
,
7: 87-90, April, 1930.
5Rosemary Tetrick, Outlining and Summarizing as a Study Skill
,
Unpublished
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"Among the various abilities necessary in reading is the ability
to comprehend vrhat is read and organize it into a complete whole
with all its various relationships. This ability comprises a
number of study skills, perhaps the most important being that of
outlining and summarizing,"
Salisbury! states
"Probably no teacher of English who takes his profession seri-
ously doubts the value of outlining,"
From such statements as these it T/ould seem that specific drill in im-
portant organizational skills should constitute a vital part of any adequate
reading program. Additional evidence of the need for instruction in this
ability is furnished by kcKee^ draws a clear picture of needs both in
the school and in life outside. He says
"Frequently in life outside the school when the child or adult
is reading to digest infoimiation on a certain problem, he is
confronted v^ith the job of organizing the material he reads.
Having adequately located his material, liaving read it with
accurate comprehension, and having succeeded in selecting and
evaluating the particular parts needed, he meets the necessity
of organizing that information in terms of the problem with
•which he is reading. For escanple, he may need to determine
the main ideas or topics, the subordinate and supporting de-
tails, and the proper sequence of items.
In school the pupil who studies efficiently probably meets the
same requirements. THien the problem method is used, the child
must be able to determine, for example, the ma.in points in the
materia.l read in terms of his problems. In addition he may
need to bring together in organized form the ma.terial he reads
in various sources which pertains to a given problem or topic.
Even when the textbook plan of teaching rather than the prob-
lem method is used, the pupil still meets the fundamental job
of organizing vdiat he reads in terms of major and minor
points.
"
^Rachel Salisbm'^^, "Some Effects of Training in Outlining," English Journal
(College Edition), 24: 111-116, February, 1955.
2paul McKee, Op. cit., pp. 405-406.
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Apparently schools, in many instances, are neglecting to provide such
I n
.instruction in organizing, for ilcKee-^ also has observed that it is not un-
I
cor.Tmon to find pupils who kncrv nothing of organizing. He declares
I
"Any teacher a.t any educational level v;ho has made even a cas-
ual observation of pupil's expression is well acquainted with
the lack of ability to organize ideas,"
Traxler'^^ in a study of how to study, stresses the need for instruction
in organizational skills. He suggests that teachers of any subject which in-
jcludes reading should teach 'Vork-t;;qpe" reading skills, such as selecting
tnain idea,s, outlining, note-taking, skimming, and reviewing. A cor-imon factor
tin all these skills is the power to separate the important from the less im-
portant item.s. This ability to select major and minor points and to apply
this skill to learning is probably one of the tivo most importa.nt and dis-
tinguishing characteristics of mature study."
As a fina,l statement of such need, HulsmaniS ig quoted:
"liuch of a nerson's abilitv to studv, to remember, to v;rite
clearly, and to speak -.vith coherence depends upon his skill
in organizing the ms.terial ^vhich he reads in such a v;ay that
it will fit his purpose. Hot only do adults meet such a
need, but pupils in the upper elementa.ry school begin to
feel the necessit;* for such an ability, if they are to be
successful in the classroom."
'.Thatever training lias been given in the ability to organize has too
often been confined to the high school and college level. Hulsmnn’s state-
^.ent (quoted above) indicates tliat pupils a.t the upper elementary level also
^Paul lichee. Language in the Ilementaiy School, Boston: Houghton Lifflin
Company, 1939), p. 313.
I
^Arthur E. Traxler, "The Improvement of Study," School Revieu', 53: 286-293,
lay, 1945.
^II. L. Hulsman, Op. cit., p. 1.

need such training if they are to succeed scholastically.
At present there is little objective evidence as to v/hat these organi-
zational abilities are or i7hen they should be taught. Kewlun^ made a study
in teaching children to summarize in fifth grade history. He contended
"that the problem should be met as early in the life of the child as pos-
sible—that it should be faced in the elementary school."
LIcKee'^ believes that the job of organization should begin at the first
and be spread over the six grades.
Strang and Rose^ agree in the follorving statement:
"Beginning with the first grade the simpler forms of the more
difficult techniques such as appreciation, organization of
thought, application of idea, and other so-called higher
types of reading ability should be developed on the young
child’s level of comprehension and interest."
In summary, McKee^ is again quoted:
"In addition to the discover^?- of these abilities it is import-
ant to knov^ the grade or grades in v^hich each one should be
taught. Unfortunately the evidence relative to this grade-
placement is meager. Present practice is largely a matter
of opinion and personal experience. Much objective experi-
mentation is needed to discover just when and v/here a given
ability shall be taught."
In general, educators agree that specific training in organizational
skills can be accomplished vfith significant gains.
^Chester Otto Hev/lun, Teaching Children to Summarize in Fifth Grade Histor^^,
Contributions to Education, No. 404, New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930, p. 2.
2paul McKee, Heading and Literature in the Elementary Schools, Op. cit,,
p. 410.
3Huth Strang, and Florence Rose, Problems in the Improvement of Reading in
High School and College, (Lancaster,' yenns^ylvaniaT " ^ci^^ PresT Wihxmig
Company, 193^, pp. 38-39.
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Tetrick^, from a revie’.T of research studies, found that such skills as
outlining, distinguishing befeveen essential and non-essential material, and
detecting subordinations and co-ordinations should be taught; that training
in outlining aids in mastery of school subjects; that training in logical
organization improves thinking and reasoning; that training in organizing i
more effective if given intensively over a short period of time; and that,
in summarizing, the most important skill is distinguishing bekveen the im-
portant and the less important.
In her study, she^ posed the following questions:
1. YvTiat evidence can be found shovring that the study skills
necessary for outlining and summarizing are important and
should be taught to pupils?
2. Ykat are the advantages, if any, of learning the study
skills necessary for outlining and summarizing? The
disadvantages, if any?
3. Is there any evidence that these study skills are best
taught in certain grades?
4. Vihat instructions are to be found concerning the teach-
ing of these skills?
5. Vikat types of lessons are suggested for teaching these
skills?'
Her conclusions were:
1. That the same difficulties which were found in reading
comprehension and recall of material read back in the
'20’s still are found to exist;
2. That outlining and summarizing once learned is a trans-
fer skill;
1 Rosemary Tetrick, Op. cit,, pp. 28-30.
^Ibid, pp. 8-9. 76.
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3. That siionarizing can be successfully taught in the middle
grades;
4. That outlining and summarizing as study skills, improve
pupil achievement in school;
5. That summarizing is a hindrance to pupils under certain
circumstances;
6. That "practice" in teaching study skills is more effect-
ive than "studying the best methods."
Salisbury’s^ study attempted to determine the effect of training in
logical organization as practised through exercises in outlining and summar-
izing, and the amount of transfer to specific school situations or general
tlii:iking situations. She concluded that
1. Training in the conscious use of outlining as a method of
study (learning skill) when taught through practice v/ith
general materials, will transfer to specific study situa-
tions and tend to improve mastery of content subjects,
2. The mental skills involved in outlining and summarizing,
descrived herein as the process of logical organization,
transfer to produce improvement in general thinking or
reasoning ability, as tested by problems not related to
specific school curriculum,
3. Training in logical organization of the sort given in
this investigation produces marked improvement in read-
ing ability, slov/ing doim somevrhat the speed of reading
typical study materials, and greatly increasing compre-
hension.
4. Such training, given as early as the seventh grade, pro-
duces satisficing improvenients in reading and reasoning,
and especially in the mastery of content subjects.
5. Skill in outlining, as a study habit, is a highly suc-
cessful aid to learning.
^Rachel Salisbury, "A Study of the Transfer Effects of Training in Logical
Organization," Op. cit,, p. 253.
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6. Improvement in thinking, as exemplified in reading compre-
hension, reasoning, and understanding of comprehensive
units of content subject-materials, can be achieved in the
public school under normal classroom conditions b;/ giving
pupils directed practice in outlining or summarizing.
In another study of the effects of training in outlining, Salisbury^
also found that training in outlining at the junior high level will bring de-
cided improvement in reading, reasoning, and in general scholastic achieve-
ment, The data indicated tliat "the English teacher vrho gives thorough train-
ing in outlining not only v/ill be improving the thought-giving composition
Y/ork of her pupils but v;ill also measurably increase their cim'.nces of general
school success through improved habits of reading and thinking.
"
pBarton* study of outlining as a study procedure shw/ed that pupils who;
outlined social studies material remembered more of v/hat they read than those
vrho did not outline. I
Leggitt'^ measured the progress of a class in ninth grade civics and
j:
found great improvement in the experimental group and concluded that in- Ij
|l
struction in organizing subject matter improves that ability to a high de-
j









^Rachel Salisbury'-, "Some Effects of Training in Outlining," Op, cit., p.ll6, 'j
^Villiam Alexander Barton, Jr., Outlining as a Study Procedure
,
Contributions!
to Education, Ho. 411, ilevr York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1930, pp. 91-96.
^Dorothy Leggitt, ’Treasuring Progress in V.orking Skills in IJinth-Grade Civicsi*!
School Eeviev/, 42; 676-687, Uovenber, 1934.
^vTilbur L. Beauchamp, "A PrelirrdnarT,'’ Experimental Study of Technique in the ,i
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nique in the masteiy of subject-natter in elementary physical science" and
cane to the following conclusions:
1, Specific training in finding the central thought of a pe.ra-
graph, determining the questions one must be able to sn.s-.7er
in order to obtain an adequate understanding of a topic,
and reading an entire block of material through for its
geners.l plan, results in a more thorough comprehension of
the subject-natter than undirected study on the sane
material,
2, Specific training and practice in anmrering thought ques-
tions based on the application of some scientific principle
are more efficient than incidental training in answering
thought questions,
3, Training the pupil to make various types of analyses of
the subject-matter increases the ability of the pupil to
interpret and reproduce -what he reads,
4, The gain in rate of silent reading is greater if the pupil
is not required to make an analysis of what he reads.
The general attitude of reading authorities to specific training in or
ganizational skills is accurately summarised by lIcKee^.
"It must be kept in mind that the ability to organise involves
several skills not required in first-class comprehension.
This means that a progrron in the v/ork tj'pe of silent reading
which includes only comprehension v/ill not in itself teach
children to organise. The job of teaching the ability to
organise must be considered as an instructional activity in
addition to comprehension. If one v^ishes his pupils to be
able to take notes, to make a summary, to determine the main
topic of a paragraph, to underline correctly, to outline,
and the like, his reading program should include a program
in organisation in addition to a program in comprehension.
Tests of Ability to Organise
,
inasmuch as investigators and authorities in the reading field agree
that specific drill and practice in the area of organisational skills is
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highly desirable, even necessary, for success in the other phases of reading,
one ’.Tould expect to find a nunber of adequate tests of the ability to organ-
ize. Such, harever, is not the case. Careful scrutiny of research reveals
not a single test belo’.T the high school level v;hich measures primarily this
ability. Stalnaker^ points out tliat tests of this function have been almost
entirely of a subjective nature; in fact, the subjective element has been so
great that little faith can be put in the results. Subjective examination
of a specific function is usually inadequate because the test does not meas-
ure that function exclusively. Heading ability, knoivledge of subject matter,
and intelligence factors must be minii.iized in a test of this type if it is
to have real value. Stalnaker*^ says
"Ability in organization lias been considered as a direct function,
on the one hand, of native intelligence (ability to see logical
relationsliips)
,
and on the other of knov;ledge of the particular
subject matter. Intelligence may be adequately tested by exist-
ing intelligence tests. Ilnov/ledge of a particular subject mat-
ter may be tested by the various t^rpes of examinations on thnt
subject matter. Any organization test to be of value...must
test primarily neither intelligence nor Icncrvledge of specific
subject matter, but v.-hatever general ability to organize that
may exist apart from these t;YO factors. Of course, as the test
must be concerned i.'ith some subject 3.nd must demand the c.ppli-
cation of intelligence, neither factor can be ruled out en-
tirely; but both can be minimized."





faced v;ith the problem of getting at specific
complains frequently tliat the composition scale







^Dora V. Smith, "Diagnosis of Difficulties in English," Thirty-Fourth Year-
book of the national Society for the Study of Education, Part II, 1935,
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is too general to ferret out the detailed problens deris-nding
remedial treatment, horlrers in the college field have been
alert to the need of segregating the various elements of com-
position for individual consideration. For instance, if v/e
T/ish to test slmll in organization and presentation of ideas,
v/e should control the content.”
Both Stalnaker^ and Eurich^ have experimented vrith tests of
this sort on the college level. Smith*^ believes that the saiiie technique
could b*e applied at the elementary’- and jxmior high level. Coolc^ is of the
sexae mind. He states
"Objective tests have been designed to measure both the me-
chanical and the non-mechanical elements of English compo-
sition. The measurement of the non-mechanical element is
much m.ore difficult. Helatively fen- such instruments liave
been devised, and most of these have been devised for use
at the college level. There is no reason v/hy these tech-
niques should not be adapted for use in the larcr schools."
Exercises supposed to measure the ability to organize are often included
in tests of reading comprehension. For example, a part of the Cooperative
English Test, Test Bl, Form Q, Pai't a section of the la-xa Elementary.--
^Johin I*. Stalnaher, Op. cit., pp. 561-567.
^A. C. Eurich, "Measuring the Achievement of Objectives in Presliman English,"




University of I.Iinnesota, 1934.
^Dora V. Smith, Op. cit., p. 247.
^..‘alter 17. Cook, "Evaluation in the Language-Arts Program," Forty-Third Year-
^ook of the national Society^ for the Study of Education, Part II , 1944,
p,’
"sobV
^American Council on Ixiucation, Cooperative English Test, Single Booklet
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Language Test-^ H'oi’ns A 2: B; a part of the I'cCluskj’- and Dolch Stud\'’ Outline
Test
; and the section in the Icnra nvery-Pupil Tests of Basic Skills: Test
A, Silent Reading Comprehension measure certain phases of organizational
I S ^
ability. ITone of these Sr-re- prirnrily test;^ of the ability to organize.
Only the section of the loiTa Eleraenta.in’- Language Test approaches the lo^Ter
educational levels.
Stalnaker^ sums up the present situation in this manner:
"As one of the chief criticisms of the modern trend in the con-
struction of achievement tests is that the ability to organize
and to present coherently la.rge units of subject matter is not
measured, attention may v/ell be directed to the development of
tests "Which measure this ability to organize for use in the
com.position classes,"
And I'cDovrell and Anderson^ say
"Doubtless most teachers would welcom.e the development of
techniques that would. . .measure the ability of pupils to
outline .
"
Elements of the Abil ity to Organize .
Investigation of research revealed a large number of more-or-less
^lava Elementary Language Tests, Poms A B, Educational Test Bureau, Inc,,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1929.
^Study Outline Test, Series A. Foml, Public Sch.ool Publishing Company',
Bloomington, Illinois, 1926,
^lofVTa Every-Pupil Tests of Basic Skills, Test A, Silent Reading Comprehensioi
,
Fom L, Houghton Llifflin Company, Boston, Llassachusetts, 1940.
-Jolm M, Stalnaker, Op. cit,, p. 567.
John G. i.IcDov/ell, and Havard R. Anderson, Op, cit., p, 48,

jspecific skills thought to be of importance in developing the ability to or-
iganize. There vras, however, a definite lack of objective data concerning
!
;
either their relative importance or difficulty,
I
McKee ^ says
"So far as the v/riter has deterrained, there are no objective
investigations available which have deterrained the specific
knoivledges, skills, habits, and attitudes i:ivolved in the
general ability to organize."
Durrell^ also states
",..v;e do not yet knov7 precisely horr to analyze the mental
functions underlying the selection, organization, or
presents-tion of ideas."
Thorndike^ lists the divisions of the higher mental processes as:
selective and relational thinking, generalization, and organization.
According to Goodykoontz^ the general ability to organise can be di-
vided into b.70 major phases: "this selective sorting (analysis) and formu-
lating (s^mthesizing) xre cojmnonly call organizing," For developing a pupil’s
ability to organize v;hat is road she outlines lessons both for analyzing
what is read and formulating whs-t is read into usable form. Her 18 steps
are:
I. Analyzing Y/hat Is Head
A. Finding the principal ideas
^Paul lIcKee, Op. cit,, p. 408,
^Donald D. Durrell, "Caring for Individual and Group Heeds," Forty-Third
Yearbook of the national Society for the Study of Education, Part II, 1944,
pTWT'
^Edv^’ard L. Thorndike, The Fundamentals of Learning, Nerr York: Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1932, p.
^ess Goodykoontz, Op. cit,, p. 87,
o
1. Hatching questions vrith answering paragraphs
2. Ansrivering key questions
3. Hatching titles or paragraph headings with paragraphs
4. JJaning paragraphs
5. Improving paragraph headings
6. Finding a keynote sentence in a para-graph
7. Recognizing the climax in a stor;,’-
8. Taking running notes
B. Recognizing the relation of ideas to each other
S. Anticipating the content of a chapter
10. Arranging ideas in order
11. Classifying or grouping ideas
12. Grouping paragraphs aroimd main points
13. Locating subordinate or supporting points
14. Completing a skeleton outline-
15. I.'laking an outline
II. Synthesizing the Important Ideas for Use
16. Reproducing from an outline or notes
17. Securing material in ansv/er to a problem
18. Simmarizing
From his study, Uewlun^ concluded that the most important slcill in sum-
marizing is ’’the ability to distinguish bet'weon the iiaportant and the less
important for the purpose in mind.”
Lacking objective evidence I.'cKee
,
hor^ever, "by introspectively analyz-
ing the job of organizing material," listed eleven more-or-less general
abilities which he felt probably represented some of the more important or-
ganizational abilities. They are
1. The ability to determine the main topic of a paragraph
2. The ability to deterraine the main topic of ms.terial more
than one paragraph in length
3. The ability to see relationships
4. The ability to discard irrelevant or unimportant items
5. The ability to take notes
6. The ability to underline
7. The ability to outline
8. The ability to make a sumrar\'
9. The ability to deten^dne the main ideas in an extended
selection
^Chester Otto I'lewlun, Op. cit., p. 54.
j
^Paul I.IcKee, Op. cit., p. 408.
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10. The ability to arrange ideas in proper order
11. The ability to siake a bibliography
Stalnaker-*-, in a Freshman Composition Test of the Ability to Organize,
tested the following skills:
1. Ability to e:cpress clearly one’s purpose in presenting
the ideas
2. Ability to separate relevant from irrelevant materials
3. Ability to recognize proper co-ordination and sub-
ordination of ideas
4. Ability to arrange ideas in proper sequence
The Co-operative English Test, Test Bl, Form Q, Part tests these
skills:
1. Elimination of the irrelevant
2. Arranging ideas in the correct order for sentences
3. Arranging sentences in the right order for a paragraph
4. Arranging paragraphs in the right order for an essay
5. Outlining
hcClusly and Dolch^ believe that distinguishing the essential and the
non-essential should be a part of teaching hovr to study.
Liany other authorities have likevrise listed abilities that should be
developed for better organization of material read. Some representative ex-
amples follovr,
Yoakam* lists
1. Ability to sense the author’s plan
2. Ability to select the main thought
^John M. Stalnaker, Op. cit.
, pp. 561-567.
^The Co-operative English Test, Op. cit.
^F. Dean EcClusk^r, and Edr/ard ’tYilliam Dolch, "A Study Outline Test,” School
Review
,
32: 757-772, December, 1924.
^Gerald A. Yoalcam, "The Improvement of Reading in the Middle Grades,”
Education, 56: 1-6, September, 1935.
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3. Ability to select supporting details
4. Ability to outline
5. Ability to suiariarize
6. Ability to select facts for specific purpose
7. Ability to use organization keys, headings, narginal notes, etc.
ITcKee's^ list of fundamental abilities of organization of material
read is
1. The ability to distinguish bet'.’/een main and subordinate ideas
in reading material
2. The ability to perforr.: such activities as mald.ng a surmiary,
taking notes, outlining and underlining
3. The ability to see the relationship among ideas presented in
the reading material
2Durrell lists si^: exercises for improving thorough reading; the first
five are organizational abilities:
1. Ivlatching headlines and paragraphs
2. Discovering topic sentences
3. Selecting the best summaries
4. Classifying major and minor ideas
5. Developing the work outline or idea line
6. Oral and vyritten reproduction of materials from these idea
lines
In her investigation, Hulsman^ developed the following e:cercises for
improving reading organization abilities:
1. Generalizing from minor classification
2. Word categories
3. Selecting best titles
4. Organizing scrambled outlines
5. Finding topic sentences
6. Organizing sequence from memory
7. Writing headlines
8. Writing titles
9. Supplying minor topics for imcomplete outlines
10. Supplying major topics for imcomplete outlines
11. Making a complete outline
^Paul McKee, Op. cit., p. 452.
^Donald D. Durrell, "Basic Abilities in Interiaediate Grade Reading,"
Education
,
59: 45-50, September, 1938,
U 0p> cit ,. , p . 28. - - - —
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Even a cursory exanination of the above lists reveals tliat outlining
is considered one of the most important phs.ses of the ability under discus-
sion, LlcClusky and Dolch^ constructed a study outline test and found
"that students need to be taught the mere mechanical form of
outlining and to be trained in distinguishing between essen-
tial ideas and explanatory material and in detecting rela-
tionships of subordinations and co-ordinations in an
author ’ s thought .
"
Three fundamental abilities in learning to outline material read
probably are: (l) the ability to determine whether or not one idea is re-
lated to another; (2) the ability to arrange ideas in proper sequence; and
(o) the abilit;/ to eliiLiinate insignificant details^;
mcDavell and Anderson*^ make the folloiving pertinent statement:
"Ability to outline depends essentially on sld.ll in organizing
content under logical headings. That is to say, the pupil
must recognize the major divisions of content in a selection
that he has read and must be able to arrange under the ap-
propriate major headings such points as are subordinate. He
must also be able to recognize wliich of several subordinate
points are co-ordinate in nature and should consequently be
grouped under the same heading.
"
Tetrick*^ gathered ideas from many sources and selected the folla.'/ing
steps to teach the study sldlls needed for outlining and summarizing;
^F. Dean McCluslo’, and Edimrd V/illiam Dolch, Op, cit., p. 772.
2 Supervisor;,'- Bulletin y7, quoted from Paul LIcHee, Op. cit., p. 415.
^Jolm G. HcDawell, and Earard R. Anderson. Op. cit., p. 48,
%losemary Tetrick, Op. cit., pp. 12-13.
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1. Ilatching topics v/ith paragraphs
2, Listing questions in order of occurrence
5.
Listing points v;hich are important in each paragraph
4. Choosing the "best choice for major ideas
5. Identifying the minor ideas oy placing then under proper
major headings
6. Finding topic sentence in a selection
7. Finding topic sentence in each paragraph
8. Choosing the best summarizing statement
9. Selecting question v/hich best states what selection at-
tempts to tell
10. T.'riting question which asks main idea in paragraph
11. L'riting questions which ask minor ideas in paragraph
12. V/riting one question to cover given ideas in paragraph
13. Writing questions to cover major and minor ideas of
paragraph
14. Listing the correct order of major and minor ideas
15. Explaining and discussing headlines
16. Choosing the best headline
17. Writing a headline
18. Explaining and discussing telegrams
19. Choosing the best telegram
20. Writing a telegram
21. Discussing idea lines (outline)
22. Filling in minor ideas on an idea line (outline)
23. Filling in major ideas on an idea line (outline)
24. Filling in an idea line (outline)
25. Discussing summaries
26. T.^riting sxnmparies from an idea line
27. Writing idea line, and from it, vn:iting sxmimry
28. irriting major topics, and from them, writing summary.
These steps 'vere graded by the author in their order of difficulty. There
is, at present, little objective data of the order of difficulty of such
organization skills. One part of the McKim^ study included "A Test of the
Ability to Organize I!aterial and to Outline." This test consisted of a
measure of five different steps in outlining and are arranged in order of
difficulty as revealed in the test results, ^ey are;
^l!a.rgaret rl. I.IcKim, The Construction and Evaluation of Test Items For An
Analysis of Individual Difficultie s in heading for Gra'dVs' Seven, Sight, and
nine
.
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1. A test of ability to recall details
' 2, A test of t}ie ability to select main idea and detail
;|
3. A test of the ability to retain order of events
i
!
4, A test of ability to state a central thought !!
5. A test of the ability to produce a coraplete outline
^








Ilinor ideas vrith major ideas supplied
Selection of best sumnar;,’-
Retention of order of ideas
I.iatching headlines and paragraphs





The results of the writer's reviev/ of research are summarized in the
following statements:
(1) The ability to organize is intimately related to other
phases of the reading process; hence, is of great
importance
.
(2) The ability to organize can be taught effectively with
significant gains,
(3) Specific drill and practice in the development of or-
ganizational skills should be a part of the reading
prograra,
(4) Objective tests of the ability to organize, thus far
developed, have been confined almost exclusively to
the secondary and college levels.
(5) Tests which measure primarily the ability to organize
can and should be developed at the elementarv school
level.
(6)
Although organizational skills are many and complex
and there is little objective data as to their rel-
ative importance, there is considerable agreement
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In the light of research, it \7b.s decided to attempt the construction of
a test of the ability to organize for use at the intermediate and junior
high school levels, evaliiate it, and employ it to answer the follai?ing
questions
:
(1) Is there a difference in this ability bet;-«reen grades?
(2) To vdiat extent does intelligence influence scores made
on this test?
(3) To 'vThat extent does reading ability influence scores
made on this test?
(4) Are there sex differences in performance on this test?
The test was so constructed as to be scored objectively. The foremost
considerations in the construction of the test vrere tabard minimizing the
effects of knawledge of subject matter, reading ability, and writing, and
to test whatever ability existed apart from these factors.
The following skills were chosen as specific areas because they are
considered important by authorities and lend themselves to measurement ac-
cording to the standards set forth above. They are:
(1) Ability to distinguish between essential and non-
essential ideas
(2) Ability to distinguish bet-ween main and subordinate
ideas
(3) Ability to arrange ideas in proper order
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PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

CHAPTER III
PROCEDUPE OF THE STUDY
A review of the research literature attested to the importance of the
ability to organize. It appears to be basic to, and an integral part of
such processes as thinking, reasoning, evaluation, and recall. Research
also revealed no test designed primarily to measure this ability in grades
six, seven, and eight. Some v.'orlc has been done on the high school and col-
lege level. Hence, the task of the construction of a measure of organiza-
tional abilities at the sixth, seventh, and eighth grade levels was under-
i
taken.
In the construction and administration of the test the following steps
were necessary:
(1) Determination of important elements of the ability to
organize.
( 2 ) Construction of test items to measure the important
elements.
(a) Determination of item form
(b) Deterraination of item content
(c) Determination of vocabulary level
(3) Yalidation of Scoring Key
(4) Administration of Test
(5) Scoring
Detennination of important elements of the ability to organize.
A revievr of research was undertaken to ascertain the opinion of author-
ities as to the various elements of the ability to organize. liany lists
vrere found, (see Chapter II) Tliroughout the literature three elements were
frequently mentioned, and it was decided to attempt the construction of a
25
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test around these. They are:
(1) Ability to distinguish bet'/zeeu essential and non-essential
ideas
(2) Ability to distinguish between main and subordinate ideas
(3) Ability to arrange ideas in proper order
Construction of test items to measure the important elements.
The actual construction of the test items involved three considerations:
(a) determination of item foimi; (b) determination of item content; and (c)
determination of vocabulary level. The folic,ring set of specifications was
set up as a guide for the construction of the test:
(1) To choose an item form v/hich could be scored objectively
( 2 ) To choose content v;hich would be interesting, within the
experiences of all, and independent of kncwledge of
subject matter
(3) To construct items of lc7 reading level so as to mini-
mize, insofar as possible, the effects of lov; reading
ability.
(4) To make the items as brief as possible
Determination of item form. — Llany item forms vrere scrutinized. The
multiple choice type of item as developed was chosen as the most feasible in
light of the specifications set up. They must be brief and constructed
simply. Complete sentences ^7ere not considered necessary; ideas only needed
to be suggested.
Determination of item content . — In order to secure items of interest
and within the experience level of pupils like those for vrhom the test v;as
being constructed, t'wo procedures were follawed. Pupils’ writing and read-
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ing preferences v;ere analyzed^. Classes of sixth, seventh, and eighth grade
pupils v;-ere also asked to write shoii: paragraphs on subject or areas in
vfhich they were interested. These furnished ideas for many items. An at-
tempt was made to Ta*ite items of equal interest to both boys and girls and
also equal numbers of iteras of interest to both. Throughout, an attempt v;-as
made to build items vj-ithin the experiences of all and not based upon course
of study or textbook subject matter.
Determination of vocabulary level . — To minimize the effects of read-
ing ability, the vocabulary level of each word v/as checked against the
vocabulary lists of Thorndike^ and Buckingham-Dolch^. Only seven words ap-
pear at the seventh grade level on either of these tvfo lists, approximately
ninety-nine per cent of the vrords appearing at the fifth grade level or lower
Validation of Scoring Key .
The ninety items (th-irty for each part) v/ere grouped into a tentative
test form and presented to a seminar group composed of tvTenty experienced
^Catherine B. J. McDonald, Student Preferences in h'ritten Composition
Assignments in the Seventh, Eighth, and ITinth Grades
,
Unpublished h'd. H,
Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1945,
Glen IT, Y/ilcox, Student Preferences for Written Composition Topics and
Assignments in the Ninth Grade
,
UnVubTished Ed. I.I, Thesis, Boston University
School of rJducation, 1947.
Dale Zellar, The Relative Importance of Factors of Interest in Reading llat-
erials for Junior nigh School Pupils
,
Contributions to Ldu'c'ati'o'n,' ITo. '841,'
'
IJ'eiY Y'or!k'; Bureau of PuIdII cat ions. Teachers College, Columbia University, 194]
^Edward Lee Thorndike and Irving Lorge, A Teacher’s "Jord Book of 50,000
TTords
,
ITcw York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1944.
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teachers for criticism and development of a scoring hey. All items in vrhich
one or more member disagreed vrith the -nriter’s tentative key vrere rev;ritten.
Other suggestions for modification and revision of directions, format, etc,,
were made. The test was then revised and presented to another group of ten
experienced teachers for unanimous approval of the scoring key. The test
was then rewritten in its final form, (See Appendix D)
Administration of the Tost .
Preliminary try-out . — The revised form of the test was administered
to twelve pupils of average intelligence and reading ability, four each in
grades six, seven, and eight, to determine the length of time needed to ad-
minister the test, to judge the clarity of the directions, and gauge the
reading difficulty of the test, and, in general, to determine the difficulty
of the items. Each of the three parts required approximately twenty minutes
for completion by all. In the light of this, it was decided to keep the
three paints separa.te so that it would be necessary to give only one part at
a sitting. Only minor changes in directions were necessary. The pupils
evidenced no difficulty in reading the test. All reported it highly
interesting.
Selection of population for testing . — Approximateljr 150 unselected
pupils each in grades seven and eight and 100 in grade six in three urban
Ilew England schools ’were chosen to be tested.
Adm.inistration . — The tests were administered by homeroom teachers
according to specific v:ritten directions. (See Appendix “C mental Ages,
Intelligence Quotients, and Reading Grade scores were obtained by the v/riter
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All tests were scored by the v;riter. A score for each of the three
parts and a total score was computed. One point v/as allov;ed for each correct
response, naking a possible score of thirty for each part and a score of
ninety for the entire test.
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The purpose of this study was to construct and validate a test designed
to measure certain organizational abilities of pupils in grades six, seven,
and eight. The test vms administered to 346 pupils - 80 in grade six, 142
in grade seven, and 124 in grade eight.
The test scores v/ere analyzed to determine:
(1) The differences in the ability to organize be'cvj-een grades
(2) The extent to v/hich intelligence influences scores made
on this test
(o) The e:rfcent to which reading ability influences scores
made on tliis test
(4) Sex differences in performance on this test
( 5 ) The validity.' of the test items
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Comparison of test scores
Talkie 1. Distribution of iotal Test Scores of 43 Boys and 32 Girls in
Grade Six
SCORE BOYS GIRLS TOTAL
86-90 1 1
81-85 2 3 5
76-30 9 5 12
71-75 8 6 14
66-70 11 2 13
61-65 5 1 6
56-60 rro 4 7
51-55 3 7 10
46-50 1 3 4
41-45 2 1 3
36-40 4 4
31-35 1 1
Humber 48 32 80
Mean 65.30 63.45 64.25
SD 12.50 12.85 11.45
Table 1 shans the range of total scores of 48 boys and 32 girl s in
grade six. The scores of the boys range from 36 to 83 v^ith a mean score of
65.30 8.nd a SD of 12.50. The scores of the girls range from 35 to 86 nith a
mean score of 63.45 end a SD of 12.85. The total scores of the 80 boys and





Tabic 2. Distribution of Total Test Scores of 65 Boys and 77 Girls in
Grade Seven
SCORE BOYS GIPlLS TOTAL
86-90
81-85 3 9 12
76-80 5 11 16
71-75 11 12 23
66-70 9 11 20
61-65 7 9 16
56-60 4 8 12
51-55 3 3 6
46-50 5 3 8
41-45 1 2 3
36-40 3 3 6
31-35 3 1 4
26-30 5 1 6
21-25 1 1 2
16-20 2 2
11-15 2 1 3
6-10 1 2 3
Number 65 77 142
Mean 55.60 63.33 59.80
SD 20.15 17.55 19.15
Table 2 sho’.rs the range of total scores of 65 boy
%/
s and 77 girls in
grade seven. The scores of the boys range from 10 to 84 with a mean score
of 55.60 and a SD of 20.15. The scores of the girls range from 7 to 85 with
a mean score of 63.33 and a SD of 17. 55. The total scores of the 142 boys
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of Total Test Scores of 69 Boys and 55 Girls in
SCORE BOYS GHiLS TOTAL
86-90 3 3
81-85 15 13 26
76-80 13 12 25
71-75 15 8 23
66-70 10 6 16
61-65 5 2 7
56-60 3 3 6
51-55 4 1 5
46-50 2 2 4
41-45 3 3








Number 69 55 124
Ilean 69.15 71.25 70.10
SD 14.15 13.70 13.65
Table 3 shor/s the range of total scores among 69 boys and 55 girls in
grade eight. The scores of the boys range from 15 to 85 with a mean score
of 69.15 and a SD of 14.15. The scores of the girls range from 34 to 89
W-ith a mean score of 71.25 aiid a SD of 13.70. The total scores of the 124
boys and girls combined show a range of 15 to 89 with a mean score of 70.10
and a SD of 13.65.
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Table 4, Distribution of Total
Seven, and Eight
Test Scores of 346 Pupils in Grades Six,
SCORE GRADE 6 GRADE 7 (31ADE 8 TOTAL
86-90 1 3 4
81-85 5 12 26 43
76-80 12 16 25 53
71-75 14 23 23 60
66-70 15 20 16 49
61-65 r»D 16 7 29
56-60 7 12 6 25
51-55 10 6 5 21
46-50 4 8 4 16
41-45 3 3 3 9
36-40 4 6 2 12
31-35 1 4 2 7
26-30 6 6
21-25 2 1 3
16-20 2 2
11-15 "3 1 4
6-10 3 3
Number 80 142 C\J1—
I
346
Liean 64.25 59.80 70.10 64.60
SD 11.45 19.15 13.65 16.75
Table 4 sha;; s the range of total scores of 346 pupils in grades six.
seven, and eight. The scores of 80 pupils in grade six range from 35 to 86
v.-ith a mean score of 64.25 and a SD of 11.45 . The scores of 142 pupils in
grade seven range fron 7 to 85. The mean score is 59,80; the SD, 19,15.
The scores of 124 pupils in grade eight range fron 15 to 89 with a mean
score of 70.10 and a SD of 15,65, The scores of the 346 pupils in grades six,
seven, and eight range from 7 to 89 v/ith a mean score of 64,60 and a SD of
16.75. Sixty-eight per cent of the scores lie het-.’/een 47.85 and 81,35.
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Table 5. Comparison of Total Test Scores of 80 Pupils in Grade Six and
! 142 Puoils in Grade Seven
f
I






6 64.25 11.45 1.28 4.45 2.06
1
2.1602
7 59.80 19.15 1.61 :
•
I
Table 5 shoiivs the significance of the difference betiveen the total test
i
scores of 80 pupils in grade six and 142 pupils in grade seven. The mean
score of grade six is 64.25 ’.vith a SD of 11.45. The mean score of grade
seven in 59.80 and the SD 19.15. The critical ratio of 2,1602 in favor of
grade six is not statistically significant, the chances being 86 in 100 that
this is a true difference.*
Table 6. Comparison of Total Test Scores of 142 Pupils in Grade Seven
and 124 Pupils in Grade Eight
Grade Llean SD SEm Diff
^^diff CR
1
8 70.10 13.65 1.23 10.30 2.03 5.0739
7 59.80 19,15 1.61
*For the purposes of this study a critical ratio of 2.576 is considered
statistically significant. This ratio is at the 1 per cent level, the
cliances being 99 in 100 that this represents a true difference.
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Table 6 shcr-'/s the significance of the difference bet;7een the total test
scores of 142 pupils in grade seven and 124 pupils in grade eight. The nean
score of grade seven is 59,80 and the SD 19,15. The mean score of grade
eight is 70.10 with a SD of 13.65. The critical ratio is 5.0739 in favor of
grade eight. This is statistically significant; the chances are more than
999 in 1,000 that this represents a true difference.
Comparison of Intelligence and test scores






71-75 2 3 2 7
66-70 3 4 2 9
61-65 5 16 10 31
56-60 12 16 21 49
51-55 12 31 29 72
46-50 25 23 17 65
41-45 8 14 22 44
36-40 6 20 13 39
31-35 3 11 4 18
26-30 4 4 2 10
21-25 2 2
Hximber 80 142 124 346
Mean 49.75 49.35 49.25 49.55
SD 9.95 10.45 9.75 10.05
•
*Mental Ages have been converted to T Scores.
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Table 7 shov;s the distribution of nental ages* in terms of standard
scores of 80 pupils in grade six, 142 pupils in grade seven, and 124 pupils
in grade eight. The standard scores of grade six pupils range from 26.25 to
73.75 v/ith a mean score of 49.75 and a SD of 9,95. The standard scores of
grade seven pupils range from 27.5 to 73,75 v/ith a mean score of 49.35 and a
i
SD of 10,45. The standard scores of grade eight pupils range from 23.5 to
74 with a mean score of 49.25 and a SD of 9.75. The standard scores of the
entire group of 346 pupils in grades six, seven, and eight, range from 23.5
to 74, The mean score is 49,55 and the SD 10,05, !
The correlation bet'.veen the mental ages and total test scores of 80
pupils in grade six, as computed by the Pearson Product Moment formula^, was
found to be ,43; betv;een the mental ages and total scores of 142 pupils in
grade seven, ,73; between the mental ages and total scores of 124 pupils in i
grade eight, ,48; and betrween the mental ages and combined total scores of
346 pupils in grades six, seven, and eight, ,51. The correlations betv/een
the mental ages and total test scores of the pupils in grades six and eight
and the total group combined are jdw enough to indicate that the v/riter’s test
is measuring to quite a degree some other factor than intelligence.
Grade 6 - California Test of Mental Maturity administered April, 1947, Total’
Mental Factor MA's corrected to date of administration of v/riter’s test.
Grade 7 - Pintner General Ability Test; Verbal Series, administered March,
'1947. Deviation IQ’s converted to MA’s correct to date of administration
of v/riter’s test.
Grade 8 - California Test of Mental lilaturity administered April, 1947, Total
Mental Factor MA’s corrected to date of administration of v/riters’s test,
^M. J. Nelson and E. C, Denny, Statistic s for Teachers, New York: The Drydei^:
Press, Inc., 1940, p. 191, ,
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Pearson Product Moment Formula; r =
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Cosiparison of Reading Achievement and test scores
Table 3. Distribution of Reading Achievement* of 346 Pupils in Grades Six,
Seven, and Eight
T GP^E
SCORE 6 7 8 TOTAL
71-75 1 6 7
66-70 2 7 16 25
61-65 13 6 5 24
56-60 10 8 17 35
51-55 7 37 15 59
46-50 19 30 27 76
41-45 6 20 21 47
36-40 17 16 12 45
31-35 5 11 10 26
26-30 1 1 2
Number 80 142 124 346
Mean 49.50 49.40 49.95 49.65
SD 9,0 10.05 10.40 10.20
Table 8 sho\7s the distribution of reading comprehension scores** of 80
pupils in grade six. 142 pupils in grade seven. and 124 pupils in grade
eight. The reading scores of grade six pupils range from 33 to 72. The
mean score is 49.5 and the SD 9.0. The reading scores of the grade seven
pupils range frora 30.5 to 75.5 'vvith a mean score of 49,4 and a SD of 10,05,
Reading Comprehension Grades have been converted to T Scores.
Grade 6 - Metropolitan Achievement Test, Int. R, administered April, 1947,
Grade 7 - Metropolitan Achievement Test, Adv. R, administered April, 1947,
Grade 8 - Stanford Achievement Test, Adv. F, administered April, 1947.
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The reading scores of the grade eight pupils range from 30,5 to 66.5. The
mean score is 49.95 and the SD 10,4. The reading scores of the 346 pupils
combined range from 30.5 to 75.5. The mean score is 49,65 and the SD 10.2,
The product moment correlation between the reading scores and total
test scores of 80 pupils in grade six is .65; 142 pupils in grade seven,
.76; 124 pupils in grade eight, .65; and the 346 pupils in grades six,
seven, and eight combined, .72, These coi*relations shov; a moderately high
relationship betveen reading achievement and the v/riter’s test.
Sex Differences






Table 9 shoves the distribution of pupils in this study according to sex.
There are 48 boys in grade six, 65 in grade seven, and 69 in grade eight.
There are 32 girls in grade six, 77 in grade seven, and 55 in grade eight.
The total number of boys is 182; girls, 164.
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Table 10. Distribution of Total Test Scores of 182 Boys and 164 Girls in






















Table 10 sherds the distribution of total test scores of 182 boys and
164 girls in grades six, seven, and eight. The total scores of the boys
range from 10 to 85 v;ith a mean score of 63,30 and a SD of 17.25. The total
scores of the girls range from 7 to 89. The mean score is 66.05 and the
SD 16.20.
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: Girls 66.05 16.20 1.26 2.75 1.79 1.5363
i
Boys 63.30 17.25 1.28 1
il 'I
il
Table 11 shov/s the significance of the difference betv/een the total test;
I
l'




jjscore of the girls is 66.05 sjid the SD 16.20. The mean score of the boys is ji
i*
'i
j|63.30 ivith a SD of 17.25. The critical ratio is 1.5363. This is not
j|
||
statistically significant since it is belav the 2.576 acceptance level. The j'
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of Part Scores of 346 Pupils ir
PART
1





27-28 48 71 45
25-26 77 33 54
23-24 75 41 72
21-22 45 36 44
i
19-20 27 25 36 '
17-18 24 21 19
i
15-16 12 11 15
!
13-14 3 13 8 !
11-12 4 18 8
i
9-10 2 12 4
7-8 1 8 8 1
5-6 2 11 6
3-4 4 3 3 i






liean 22.56 21.22 20.86
SD 5.34 7.18 6.72 '
1
Table 12 shoves the distribution of part scores of 346 pupils in grades
|
six, seven, and eight. The Part I scores range from 1 to 30 with a mean
{
1
score of 22.56 and a SD of 5.34. The Part II scores range from 1 to 30.
The mean score is 21.22 and the SD 7.18 . The Part III scores range from 0





Table 13. Comparison of Part Scores of 346 Pupils in Grades Six, Seven, ll
and Eight i!
Part I'.Iean SD SEn; Diff SE^iff OR
I 22.56 5.34 1.21 1.34 1.66 .8072
II 21.22 7.18 1.14 .36 1.59 ,2264




ro 1 1.70 1.65 1.0503
1
III 20.86 6.72 1.12
.
Table 13 sha.vs the significance of differences among part scores of 346
pupils in grades six, seven, and eight. The mean score for Part I is 22.56
vrith a SD of 5.34; the mean score for Part II is 21.22 v^ith a SD of 7.18. i
The critical ratio bet’veen Parts I and II scores is .8072. This is not
ste.tistically significant, the chances being only 58 in 100 that it is a true'
difference. The mean score for Part III is 20.86 and the SD 6.72. The
critical ratio of .2264 bet’/zeen Parts II and III is not statistically sig-
nificant. The chances are 18 in 100 tliat this ratio represents a true dif-
ference, The critical ratio of 1,0303 bete'een Parts I and III is not
j
statistically significant; the chances of this ratio representing a true !'
difference are 69 in 100,
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Table 14 sho';:s the correlations aiaong the three parts of the test. The
correlation betvreen Parts I and II is .66; beteeen Parts I and III, ,55; and
between Parts II and III, ,67. These correlations indicate a moderately
high siinilarity among the three elements measured.
pLeliability
The reliability of half the test was computed by the odd-even technique
employing the Pearson Product-foment formula, and the reliability for the
entire test vms computed by application of the Speaman-Bra/m Prophecy
formula^. The reliability for half the test is .906 and for the entire test
.95, Thus the test shows a high degree of consistency.
1
Earin’- A. Greene, Albert E. Jorgensen,
and Evaluation in the Secondary School
1946, p. 590.
and J. Raymond Gerberich, Measurement
,
Ne^v York; Longmans, Green and Co.,





where r^^g equals the reliability
for the entire test and r equals
the correlation bet^7een scores on
the ’’chance -halves" of the test
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Analysis of test items
An analysis of each item of the 142 seventh grade tests was made to
deteiTi'dne the differentiating capacity of each item. The following formula
was used to compute the critical ratio betiveen the percentage of correct










The standard errors of the percentages were obtained from ^dgerton's Tables^,
Table 15, Critical Ratio of the Items in the Test bet'veen the Nvcnber Right
in the Upper T^/enty-five Per cent and the Number Right in the





1 69 28 41 3.9 3.8318
2 97 53 44 8.7 5.0575
3 100 81 19 6.7 2.8358
A 61 36 25 11.4 2.1053*
5 92 28 64 8.8 7.2727
6 100 75 25 7.4 3.3784
7 78 53 25 10.8 2.3148*
8 89 53 36 9.8 3.6735
^larold A. Edgerton and Donald G. Paterson, "Tables of Standard Errors and
Probable Errors of Percentage s for Varj-ing Numbers of Cases," Journal of
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9 61 19 42 10.4 4.0385
10 72 17 55 9.8 5.6122
11 50 33 17 11.4 1.5526*
12 92 53 39 9.4 4.1489
i 13 94 53 41 9.2 4.4565
14 83 47 36 10.4 3.4615
15 100 81 19 6.8 2.7941
16 100 75 25 7.4 3.3784
17 83 44 39 10.4 3.7500
18 92 47 45 9.4 4.7872
19 97 50 47 8.7 5.4023
20 89 19 70 8.3 8.4337
21 75 31 44 13.1 3.3511
22 94 23 71 8.1 8.7654
23 100 58 42 8.4 5.0000
24 100 72 28 7.7 3.6364
25 100 53 47 8.5 5.5294
26 86 25 61 10.81 7.5309
27 94 67 17 8.8 1.9432*
28 47 17 30 10.4 2.8846
29 97 56 41 8.8 4.6591
30 92 33 59 9.0 6.5556
Part II :
1 92 28 64 8.8 7.2727
2 78 44 34 10.3 3.1481
3 83 25 58 9.6 6.0417
4 75 17 58 9.6 6.0417
5 86 22 64 9.1 7.0033
6 94 42 52 9.1 5.7143 1
7 94 44 50 9.3 5.3763 i
8 94 31 63 8.7 7.2414
9 100 39 61 8.3 7.5494
10 97 22 75 7.4 10.1351
11 92 58 34 9.4 3.6170
12 100 33 67 7.9 8.4810
13 94 22 72 7.9 9.1139
14 64 25 39 10.7 3.6449
15 86 14 72 8.2 8.7805
16 69 31 38 10.9 3.4862
i












18 87 11 76 7.6 10.0000
19 94 28 66 8,5 7.0588
20 78 17 61 9.3 6.5591
21 89 28 61 9.1 6.7033
22 97 28 69 8.0 8.6250
23 97 39 58 8.6 6.7442
24 81 33 48 10.1 4.7524
25 100 33 67 7.9 8.4810
26 72 17 55 9.8 5.6122
27 97 33 64 8.3 7.7108
28 92 47 45 9.4 4.7872
29 100 42 58 8.4 6.9047
30 94 8 86 6.0 14.3333
‘ Part III
1 92 31 61 8.9 6.8539
2 64 17 47 10.1 4.6535
3 97 53 44 8.8 5.0000
A 97 33 64 8.3 7.7108
5 94 36 58 8.9 6.5169
6 89 25 64 8.9 7.1910
7 89 33 56 9.4 5.9574
8 97 25 72 7.7 9.3506
9 100 61 39 8.3 4.6988
10 89 17 72 8.2 8.7805
11 56 8 48 9.4 5.1064
12 92 14 78 7.3 10.6849
13 92 31 61 8.9 6.8539
14 100 36 64 8.2 7.8049
1 15 89 50 39 9.8 3.9796
16 67 25 42 10.6 3.9623
17 97 47 50 8.8 5.6818
18 50 6 44 9.2 4.7826
19 81 25 56 9.7 5.7732
20 81 14 67 8.7 7.7011
21 92 17 75 7.7 9.7403
22 94 53 41 9.2 4.4565
, 23 81 22 59 9.5 6.2105
]| 24 97 53 44 8.8 5.0000
25 97 53 44 8.8 5.0000











27 89 25 64 8.9 7.1910
28 81 28 53 9.9 5.3535
29 69 14 55 9.6 5.7292
39 81 19 62 9.2 6.7391
The critics 1 ratios roarked by asterisks do not meet the 1 per cent level
of significance (2.576), the standard set for this study.. Of the ninety
items in tlie test, tventy-six in Part I, thii'ty in Part II, and thirty in
Part III, differentiate significantly between the high and lav7 achievers.
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Purpose of the study. — The purpose of this study is threefold: (l)
to determine, through a revieiv of the research, some of the important ele-
ments of the ability to organize; ( 2 ) to construct a test designed to meas-
ure these organizational abilities for use in grades srx, seven, and eight;
and (3) to attempt to ans\7er the follakTing questions:
( 1 ) Is there a difference in the ability to organize betiTeen
grades?
(2) To v/hat extent does intelligence influence scores made
on this test?
(3) To v/hat extent does reading ability influence scores
made on this test?
(4) Are there sex differences in performance on this test?
Construction of the test . — A test v^as, therefore, constructed consist-
ing of three parts, each part designed to measure an empoi’tant element of
the ability to organize. Part I a.ttempts to measure the ability to distin-
guish betvreen essential and non-essential ideas; Part II attempts to measure
the ability to distinguish between main and subordinate ideas; Part III at-
tempts to measure the abilitjr to arrange ideas in proper order.
Each part consisted of thirty multiple-choice items making a total of
ninety items. The test was highly objective. Part I required the pupil to
place a check before the one irrelevant item among five. Part II required
the pupil to select and check the one main idea from five. In Part III the
pupil v;as required to arrange five ideas in their proper order.
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struction included interest, Im reading level, and independence of kncrr/ledge
of specific subject matter.
Administration of the test. — The test v/as first administered to t^velve
pupils, four each in grades six, seven, and eight, to detenvdne the length of
time required to complete the test, to check the clarity of the directions,
and gauge the difficulty of the items. For validation purposes, the test was
administered to approximately 350 vinselected sixth, seventh, and eighth grade
pupils in three urban iJevv England communities.
Conclusions
From an analysis of the results of the test tlie following tentative con-
clusions may be dravm;
(1) A statistically significant difference was found in the ability to
organize bet'meen 142 pupils in grade seven and 124 pupils in grade eight, but
none bet\7een 142 pupils in grade seven and 80 pupils in grade six. The
critical ratio betv/een grades seven and eight is 5.0739 in favor of grade
eight. The chances are more tlian 999 in 1,000 that this is a true difference.
The critical ratio betvTeen grades six and seven is 2.1602 in favor of grade
six. The chances are 86 in 100 that this is a true difference.
(2) Correlations bet-z/een mental ages and total test scores of 80 sixth
grade pupils (.43), 142 seventh grade pupils (.73), 124 eighth grade pupils
(.48), and the 346 pupils combined (.51) indicate that the test is measuring
to a marked degree some other factor than intelligence.
(3) Correlations between reading comprehension grades and total test (
scores of 80 sixth grade pupils (.65), 142 seventh grade pupils (.76), 124
eighth grade pupils (.65), aiad the 346 pupils combined (.72) shav a moderate-
ly high relationship betiTeen reading achievement and the ability to organize
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as measured by this test,(4)
There are no sex differences in the ability to organize as measured
by this test. The mean total score of 182 boys is 63.30 and the mean total
score of 164 girls is 66,05. The critical ratio of 1.5363 in favor of the
girls is not sta.tistically significant, the chances being 87 in 100 that this
represents a true difference,
(5) There is no statistically significant difference in the difficulty
of the three parts. The critical ratio betvreen Parts I and II is ,8072;
betv=reen Parts II and III, .2264; bet\’:een Parts I and in, 1,0303.
(6) The three elements measured in this test are moderately interde-
pendent, The correlation between Parts I and II is .66; between Parts I and
III, .55; and bet’-veen Parts II and in, ,67.
(7) The test is highly consistent in measuring whatever is does measured
the split-half reliability being ,906 for half the test and .95 for the !
entire test,
(8) An analysis of the items of the 142 grade seven tests sho\'/s 26
items in Part I, 30 items in Part II, and 30 items in Part III to distinguish
significantly between high and law achievers.
Limitations of t he Study
The follo\7ing limitations of the study are noted:
(1) The test constructed in this study attempted to measure only three
of the several elements of the ability to organize.
(2) The test was not administered to true samples of the school popula-
tion. The sixth, seventh, and eighth grades cooperating in this study were
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Recoinmendations for Further Studv
* ,
Valiaable areas for future study include;
(1) The construction of a series of exercises designed to improve the
pupils’ skill in the three elements measured in this test.
(2) The construction of an alternate form of this test to measure gains
in specific instruction in the tluree elements measured in this test.
(3) The construction of measures of other important elements of the
ibility to organize.
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llote: 1^0 norms are given for grade six because of lack of an adequate
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IIA T Scores C-r T Scores I II III Total
GcRADE 6
BOYS
’ 1 18-3 73.75 9.2 64.5 30 27 23 80
2 17-8 70.75 6.9 50 25 2 13 40
3 17-3 68.75 8.8 62 26 28 26 80
4 17-2 68.25 9.7 67.5 27 29 21 77
5 16-9 66.25 6.9 50 27 21 21 69
6 16-7 65.25 10.4 72 23 25 28 76
7 16-3 63.75 8.0 57 28 29 26 83
8 15-4 59.25 7.4 53 26 24 20 70
9 15-2 58.25 6.4 47 21 23 22 66
10 15-1 57.75 7.4 53 25 22 20 67
11 15-1 57.75 8.0 57 24 29 17 80
12 14-9 56.25 6.0 44.5 27 24 25 76
13 14-8 55.75 8.5 60 25 23 26 74
14 14-7 55.25 6.9 50 22 28 24 74
15 14-4 54.25 8.5 60 28 27 24 79
16 14-2 53.25 5.1 39 22 21 21 64
17 14-2 53.25 7.4 53 20 27 25 72
18 14-0 52.5 6.7 49 26 27 23 76
19 14-0 52.5 6.2 45.5 18 6 12 36
20 13-11 52.25 8.0 57 22 20 14 56
21 13-10 51.75 5.3 40 16 15 13 44
22 13-9 51.25 5.0 38 1 11 27 39
23 13-8 50.75 8.8 62 22 26 23 71
24 13-6 50 5.2 39.5 24 19 25 68
25 13-G 50 8.5 60 26 29 28 83
26 13-6 50 6.9 50 24 25 20 69
27 13-6 50 6.4 47 25 25 18 68
28 13-5 49.75 8.8 62 25 25 7 57
29 13-4 49.25 5.4 40.5 21 11 21 53
30 13-3 48.75 6.9 50 22 25 21 68
31 13-3 48.75 6.4 47 24 18 21 63
32 13-1 47.75 6.9 50 24 25 26 75
33 13-1 47.74 6.2 45.5 27 21 21 69
34 13—0 47.5 6.5 47.5 23 15 23 61
35 12-11 47.25 7.2 52 24 25 24 73
36 12-11 47.25 9.1 64 26 24 19 69
37 12-9 46,25 6.7 49 19 29 24 72
38 12-9 46.25 7.4 53 18 24 20 62
39 12-9 46.25 6.0 44.5 23 24 18 65
40 12-6 45 6.2 45.5 20 13 9 42
41 12-1 42.75 5.1 39 20 21 15 56
I
GEIIER/.L PURPOSE TABLE (Cont’d)
Pupil
No.
Intelligence Reading Test Scores
LiA T Scores Gr T. Scores I II III Total
GRADE 6
BOYS
42 11-3 40.75 8.8 62 24 23 26 73
43 11-6 40 9.1 64 25 28 25 78
44 11-6 40 6.5 47.5 24 8 5 37
45 11-0 37.5 4.8 37 22 25 23 70
46 9-7 30.25 4.2 33 15 17 19 51
47 8-9 26.25 4.2 33 19 9 21 49
48 8-9 26.25 6.5 47.5 24 13 15 52
GIRLS
1' 16-6 65 8.5 60 29 24 25 78
2 16-1 62.75 9.1 64 26 29 28 83
3 15-3 60.75 8.5 60 24 27 24 75
4 15-5 59.75 9.4 65.5 24 24 23 71
5 15-5 59.75 8.8 62 26 23 24 73
6 15-2 58.25 5.0 38 22 18 15 55
7 15-0 57.5 6,5 47.5 27 28 29 84
8 15-0 57.5 9.2 64.5 30 30 25 85
9 14-8 55.75 9.2 64.5 30 29 27 86
10 14-7 55.25 8.0 57 24 25 25 74
11 14-6 55 6.8 49.5 24 27 19 70
12 13-6 50 9.7 67.5 27 28 25 80
13 13-5 49.75 5.2 39.5 3 23 29 55
14 13-4 49.25 5.0 38 20 12 20 52
15 13-2 48.25 4.4 34.5 19 13 19 51
16 13-1 47.75 6.4 47 23 21 18 62
17 13-0 47.5 6.7 49 2 12 21 35
18 13-0 47.5 4.8 37 18 12 24 54
19 12-11 47.25 5.3 40 18 18 15 51
20 12-10 46.75 5.8 43 24 23 20 67
21 12-0 42.5 8.8 62 27 28 25 80
22 12-0 42.5 4.2 33 24 18 15 57
23 11-10 41.75 7.4 53 24 15 16 55
24 11-8 40.75 4.5 35 13 21 12 46
25 11-8 40.75 6.4 47 22 27 26 75
26 11-7 40.25 7.4 53 23 17 8 48
27 11-4 39.25 5.0 38 24 20 16 60
28 11-4 39.25 3.5 60 23 28 22 73
29 10-7 35.25 4.7 36.5 19 11 20 50
30 10-6 35 5.4 40.5 21 10 10 41
31 10-0 32.5 5.1 39 26 10 24 60
32 9-2 28.25 4.9 37.5 21 18 21 60

GEITERAL PURPOSE TABLE (Cont'd)
Pupil
No.
Intelligenceo Reading Test Score s
::a T Scores Gr T Scores I II III Total
GRADE 7
BOYS
1 15-11 66,5 7.7 55.5 30 27 27 84
2 15-5 63.75 9.4 65 24 29 26 79
3 15-4 63.25 5.3 42.5 21 11 1 33
4 15-1 62 8.1 58 25 30 26 81
5 15-1 62 7.4 54 26 17 25 68
6 15-1 62 7.4 54 24 21 27 72
7 15-0 61.5 6.9 51 24 25 24 73
8 14-9 60.5 10.6 71.5 21 23 27 71
9 14-7 59.5 7.7 55.5 25 27 21 73
10 14-6 58.75 6.7 50 20 13 16 49
11 14-6 58.75 6.9 51 21 22 18 61
12 14-3 57.5 7.4 54 29 23 26 78
13 14-3 57.5 8.0 57 26 20 22 68
14 14-2 57 6.7 50 23 21 22 66
15 14-2 57 6.7 50 25 27 22 74
16 14-0 56.25 9.0 63 26 29 25 80
17 13-11 55.75 5.3 42.5 24 22 19 65
18 13-10 55.25 7.7 55.5 24 28 29 81
19 13-9 55 7.0 51.5 24 21 19 64
20 13-9 55 7.5 54.5 21 27 25 73
21 13-8 54.75 10.6 71.5 23 28 29 80
22 13-8 54.75 10.2 69.5 22 21 21 64
23 13-8 54.75 6.4 48.5 24 21 22 67
24 13-6 53.75 9.3 64.5 25 20 28 73
25 13-4 52.75 7.0 51.5 12 22 23 57
26 13-3 52.5 6.2 47.5 18 5 7 30
27 13-2 52.25 6.7 50 23 19 22 64
28 13-1 51.75 9.3 64.5 24 13 26 63
29 13-1 51.75 6.9 51 24 20 22 66
30 13-1 51.75 9.7 66,5 23 21 24 68
31 12-10 50.25 6.9 51 15 23 20 58
32 12-9 50 6.2 47.5 24 24 24 72
33 12-3 49.5 8.4 59.5 19 11 8 38
34 12-6 48.25 6.3 48 19 15 27 61
35 12-5 47.75 4.5 38 18 22 19 49
36 12-4 47.5 5.7 44.5 23 26 24 73
37 12-4 47.5 6.6 49.5 20 21 17 58
38 12-4 47.5 5.6 44 18 9 24 51
39 12-2 46.75 8.4 59.5 25 26 25 76
40 12-2 46.75 7.6 55 23 19 27 69
41 12-1 46.5 6.3 48 16 9 4 29

GEITERAL PURPOSE TABLE (Cont’d)
Pupil Intelligence Reading Test Scores




5.5 43.5 23 23 20 66
43 11-11 45.25 7.0 51.5 23 24 23 70
44 11-3 42,25 4.9 40 2 7 17 26
45 11-3 42.25 6.6 49.5 20 7 19 46
46 10-11 40.25 6.1 47 22 8 11 41
47 10-11 40.25 5.4 43 18 12 18 48
48 10-11 40.25 5.3 42.5 12 10 14 36
49 10-11 40.25 5.7 44.5 12 6 7 25
50 10-9 39.5 5.9 45.5 19 12 22 53
51 10-9 39.5 5.5 43.5 22 5 5 32
52 10-8 38.75 4.4 37 19 13 19 51
55 10-7 58. 25 6.5 49 28 22 24 74
54 10-7 38.25 6.2 47.5 25 23 24 72
55 10-6 37.75 4.6 38.5 16 7 17 40
56 10-6 37.75 5.7 44.5 22 20 18 60
57 10-1 35.75 5.6 44 17 12 17 46
58 9-11 35 3.7 33.5 18 11 2 31
59 9-6 32.75 4.1 35.5 15 6 6 27
60 9-6 32.75 3.6 33 16 3 0 19
61 9-1 30.75 3.4 31.5 6 4 0 10
62 9-0 30.25 4.4 37 3 10 3 16
63 8-11 30 3.8 34 15 8 6 29
64 8-11 30 3.5 32 4 9 2 15
65 8-6 27.5 3.2 30.5 8 7 0 15
GIRLS
1 17-4 73.75 10.3 70 25 23 23 71
2 17-0 72.25 7.4 54 26 26 25 77
3 16-10 71.25 9.0 63 27 29 25 81
A 16-3 68.25 7.1 52 24 16 21 61
5 16-1 67.25 7.7 55.5 29 29 25 83
6 15-11 66.5 10.7 72 27 25 21 73
7 15-9 65.25 7.7 55.5 27 28 27 82
8 15-7 64.75 7.7 55.5 23 24 24 71
9 15-5 63.75 7.9 56.5 26 29 29 84
10 15-3 62.75 10.2 69.5 26 22 21 69
11 15-3 62.75 6.7 50 27 20 23 70 i
12 15-2 62.5 7.7 55.5 28 29 28 85
13 15-1 62 7.4 54 26 24 24 74
14 15-0 61.5 7.7 55.5 27 29 26 82
15 15-0 61.5 7.7 55.5 27 27 27 81

GEITERAL PURPOSE TABLE (Cont’d)
Pupil Intelligence Reading^ Test Scores
Ko, ¥A • T Scores Gr T Scores I II III Total
GRADE 7
GIRLS
16 15-0 61.5 6.9 51 26 18 17 61
17 14-7 59.5 8.3 59 29 28 27 84
18 14-6 58.75 6.5 49 25 28 20 73
19 14-5 58.25 8.0 57 25 23 26 74
20 14-0 56.25 9.7 66.5 25 26 27 78
21 14-0 56.25 11.2 75 25 28 23 76
22 14-0 56.25 6.7 50 24 11 24 59
23 13-10 55.25 5.5 43.5 25 16 22 63
24 13-10 55.25 8.3 59 26 21 25 72
25 13-10 55.25 6.6 49.5 22 21 22 65
26 13-8 54.75 9.7 66.5 24 21 25 70
27 13-7 54.25 7.7 55.5 24 20 21 65
28 13-7 54.25 7.5 54.5 26 27 25 78
29 13-6 53.75 5.5 43.5 17 17 22 56
30 13-6 53.75 11.2 75 29 29 27 85
31 13-5 53.25 9.2 64 29 28 23 80
32 13-4 52.75 7.1 52 28 24 27 79
33 13-4 52.75 7.1 52 24 25 27 76
34 13-4 52.75 7.6 55 23 26 23 72
35 13-3 52.5 7.9 56.5 25 23 22 70
36 13-3 52.5 11.3 75.5 26 25 25 76
37 13-2 52.25 7.4 54 25 19 24 68
38 13-2 52.25 7.2 53 26 24 23 73
39 13-1 51.75 7.4 54 24 28 24 76
40 13-1 51.75 7.1 52 22 16 25 63
41 12-9 50 6.8 50.5 22 20 29 71
42 12-9 50 6.2 47.5 23 20 23 66
43 12-6 48.25 7.6 55 27 20 23 70
44 12-6 48.25 6.9 51 23 26 27 76
45 12-4 47.5 6.3 48 17 21 23 61
46 12-2 46.75 9.7 66.5 20 18 20 58
47 12-2 46.75 6.7 50 17 17 23 57
48 12-1 46.5 6.7 50 20 23 27 70
49 12-1 46.5 6.5 49 23 18 24 65
50 12-1 46.5 7.1 52 21 13 26 60
51 12-0 45.75 5.5 43.5 10 8 18 36
52 11-11 45.25 4.9 40 25 27 21 73
53 11-11 45.25 5.9 45.5 25 21 24 70
54 11-9 44.75 4.7 39 18 10 14 42
55 11-8 44.25 6.3 48 25 24 19 68
56 11-7 43.75 7.2 53 23 28 25 76
I
GEITERAL PURPOSE TABLE (Cont’d)
Pupil Intel ligence Reading Test Scores
No. I'A T Scores Gr T Scores I II III Total
GRADE 7
GIRLS
57 11-7 43.75 6.6 49.5 20 13 19 52
58 11-7 43.75 5.5 43.5 13 17 15 45
59 11-6 43.25 4.9 40 17 21 20 58
60 11-6 43.25 4.7 39 19 11 19 49
61 11-3 42.25 6.1 47 16 22 17 55
62 11-1 41.25 5.1 41 19 26 23 68
63 10-11 40.25 5.8 45 24 25 24 73
64 10-8 38.75 5.0 40.5 17 19 20 56
65 10-8 38.75 6.7 50 17 17 12 46
66 10-7 38.25 4.9 40 18 14 6 38
67 10-7 38.25 4.7 39 19 17 25 61
68 10-7 38.25 5.3 42.5 18 10 11 39
69 10-3 36.75 4.1 35.5 6 1 0 7
70 10-1 35.75 3.8 34 12 2 1 15
71 10-0 35.25 4.8 39.5 18 17 16 51
72 9-11 35 3.4 31.5 3 6 1 10
73 9-10 34.75 4.2 36 20 17 21 58
74 9-9 34.25 4.9 40 2 6 18 26
75 9-7 33.25 4.9 40 14 11 21 46
76 9-7 33.25 3.5 32 16 4 4 24
77 9-2 31.25 3.9 34.5 16 17 2 35
GRADE 8
BOYS
1 17-10 74 11.3 66.5 26 28 28 82
2 17-10 74 11.3 66.5 30 28 27 85
3 17-1 69 9.6 56.5 28 30 26 84
4 16-6 64.5 10.2 60 24 28 23 75
5 16-2 62.5 9.9 58.5 26 23 24 73
6 16-1 61.5 9.0 53 28 29 28 85
7 16-1 61.5 11.3 66.5 26 28 29 83
8 16-1 61.5 11.3 66.5 25 25 14 64
9 16-0 61 10.2 60 25 27 25 77
10 15-11 60.5 7.9 47 28 23 20 71
11 15-11 60.5 11.3 66.5 25 27 28 80
12 15-10 60 9.0 53 27 22 27 76
13 15-10 60 7.7 45.25 17 27 25 69
14 15-10 60 11.3 66.5 27 26 25 78
15 15-10 60 7.7 45.25 26 28 21 75
16 15-10 60 8.1 48 29 29 27 85








T Scores Gr T Scores I II III Total
GPJUDE 8
BOYS
18 15-9 59.5 10.5 61.75 29 27 25 81
19 15-7 58.5 10.5 61.75 23 28 27 78
20 15-7 58.5 7.7 45.25 24 24 23 71
21 15-7 58.5 11.3 66.5 26 28 27 81
22 15-5 57 9.3 54.75 29 30 9 68
23 15-2 55.5 8.3 49 25 28 28 81
24 15-2 55.5 11.3 66.5 26 28 26 80
25 15-1 55 7.9 47 27 23 20 70
26 15-1 55 6.5 38.25 21 21 20 62
27 15-1 55 8.6 50.5 25 19 24 68
28 15-0 54 9.9 58.5 25 25 24 74
29 15-0 54 11.3 66.
5
24 28 21 73
!
30 14-11 53.5 7.7 45.25 25 9 21 55
;
31 14-11 53.5 8.3 49 21 25 20 66
32 14-11 53.5 9.0 53 27 28 24 79
33 14-10 53 8.1 48 23 18 29 70
34 14-10 53 8.3 49 26 28 21 75
35 14-10 53 8.8 51.75 26 22 23 71
36 14-7 51 9.0 53 22 16 24 62
37 14-7 51 9.9 58.5 28 27 23 78
38 14-5 50 7.9 47 25 28 22 75
39 14-4 49.5 8.3 49 25 27 22 74
40 14-4 49.5 8.3 49 28 27 27 82
41 14-3 49 11.3 66.5 28 30 27 85
42 14-2 48.5 8.8 51.75 23 28 25 76
43 14-1 48 11.3 66.5 22 28 23 73
44 14-0 47.5 6.8 40 25 25 23 73
45 13-8 45 8.3 49 27 30 27 84
46 13-8 45 7.9 47 22 13 19 54
47 13-8 45 5.7 33.5 26 27 23 76
48 13-8 45 5.4 31.75 1 15 19 35
49 13-7 44 7.9 47 24 17 26 67
50 13-7 44 7.3 43 29 30 24 83
51 13-7 44 6.8 40 22 10 17 49
52 13-7 44 6.0 35.5 25 27 26 78
53 13-6 43.5 8.8 51.75 28 12 20 60
54 13-6 43.5 9.0 53 23 28 25 76
55 13-5 43 6.8 40 22 12 14 48
56 13-5 43 8.3 49 26 22 16 64
57 13-5 43 5.8 34.25 26 23 12 61
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GEIIERAL PimPOSE TABLE ( Cont ’ d)
Pupil Intelligence Reading Test Scores
No. I.IA. T Scores Gr T Scores I II III Total
GRADE 8
BOYS
13-5 43 7.0 41 25 26 24 75
60 13-4 42.5 6.3 37 19 2 0 21
61 13-3 42 9.6 56.5 27 27 17 71
62 13-2 41 8.3 49 21 24 24 69
63 13-1 40.5 7.7 45.25 20 20 12 52
64 13-0 40 8.6 50.5 23 15 21 59
65 12-11 39.5 6.8 40 24 13 20 57
66 12-4 • 5 5.7 33.5 19 11 6 36
67 11-6 29.5 9.3 54.75 25 5 23 53
68 11-5 29 5.3 31 10 5 0 15
69 10-8 23.5 6.8 40 22 24 20 66
GIRLS
1 17-2 69.5 11.1 65.25 25 30 25 80
2 16-7 65 11.3 66.5 29 30 27 86
3 16-4 63.5 11.3 66.5 28 30 28 86
4 16-1 61.5 11.1 65.25 27 30 28 85
5 16-0 61 10.5 61.75 23 27 29 79
6 15-8 59 11.3 66.5 27 28 29 84
7 15-8 59 11.3 66.
5
25 28 27 80
8 15-7 58.5 7.3 43 28 26 29 83
9 15-7 58.5 11.3 66.5 28 30 24 82
10 15-7 58.5 9.9 58.5 27 30 28 85
11 15-6 57.5 8.3 49 26 25 28 79
12 15-5 57 7.3 43 22 28 23 73
13 15-4 56.5 3.6 50.5 25 20 22 67
14 15-2 55.5 8.6 50.5 27 27 24 78
15 15-2 55.5 9.6 56.5 30 30 29 89
16 15-2 55.5 9.6 56.5 27 29 28 84
17 15-2 55.5 8.1 48 24 27 23 74
18 15-2 55.5 9.0 53 23 26 19 68
19 15-1 55 7.0 41 21 19 15 55
20 15-1 55 9.6 56.5 28 27 23 78
21 14-11 53.5 10.2 60 24 21 26 71
22 14-10 53 8.8 51.75 25 28 26 79
23 14-10 53 9.6 56.5 21 26 21 68
24 14-3 52 10.2 60 28 29 24 81
25 14-8 52 7.3 43 23 23 18 64
26 14-8 52 9.3 54.75 26 29 28 83
27 14-7 51 8.8 51.75 24 29 23 76
28 14-6 50.5 7.7 45.25 21 21 24 66

GEITERAL PUEPOSE TABLE (Cont’d)
Pupil
No.
Intelligence Reading Test Scores




29 14-6 50.5 5.7 33.5 19 15 10 44
i 30 14-5 50 9.3 54.75 26 28 24 78
31 14-5 50 5.4 31.75 30 27 27 84
32 14-5 50 6.8 40 20 14 15 49
33 14-4 49.5 6.1 36 22 22 14 58
34 13-11 46.5 7.0 41 18 20 7 45
35 13-11 46.5 9.9 58.5 27 23 27 77
36 13-10 46 7.7 45.25 21 30 21 72
37 13-10 46 8.3 49 25 24 23 72
38 13-8 45 8.1 48 28 20 24 72
39 13-8 45 8.6 50.5 28 28 27 83
40 13-7 44 5.3 31 16 13 8 37
41 13-5 43 8.3 49 26 27 23 76
42 13-1 40.5 7.3 43 21 22 7 50
43 12-11 39.5 5.4 31.75 18 5 11 34
44 12-11 39.5 10.2 60 28 27 26 81
45 12-11 39.5 7.0 41 26 24 19 69
46 12-11 39.5 6.8 40 22 20 16 56
47 12-11 39.5 8.3 49 27 29 26 82
48 12-8 38 7.0 41 22 19 21 62
49 12-7 37.5 5.2 30.5 18 5 22 45
50 12-5 36 7.0 41 27 22 23 72
51 12-5 36 8.6 50.5 24 28 27 79
52 12-2 34 7.0 41 29 30 25 84
53 12-1 33.5 7.3 43 22 19 15 56
54 11-11 32.5 6.6 39 22 28 25 75
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING CLASS EXERCISES
Purpose of the Test
This test is an attempt to measure objectively three important elements
of the ability to organize in grades 6, 7, and 8. The test is divided into
three parts:
Part I - Ability to distinguish between essential and non-
essential ideas
Part II - Ability to distinguish bet'ween main and subordinate
ideas
Part III - Ability to arrange ideas in proper order
General Directions
The test should be administered under the best testing conditions pos-
sible. The room should be free from distractions and tenseness. Desks
should be cleared and each pupil provided vrith t\‘:o pencils. Do no allov/
pens because a certain number of erasures is unavoidable.
After the initial directions have been given by the teacher, no further
directions should be necessary. Directions and samples for each part have
been given. The directions as given herein are to be adhered to strictly.
The only liberty tliat may be taken is calling a pupil’s attention to the
fact tliat all questions must be answered.^
There is no time limit for either the test or its parts. The pupil is
expected to continue from part to part until he has completed the test. If
time does not permit the teacher to administer the entire test at one sitting
she may consider each part a separate test and administer them separately.
Specific Directions
(Everything said to the pupil is I’rritten in capital letters)
Pass out booklets. Say:
ARE GOING TO DO SOME EXERCISES TODAY LUICH I THINK YOU
;7IU. ENJOY. DO NOT OPEN OR URITE ON YOUR BOOKLETS UNTIL I TELL
' YOU TO DO SO.
ARRANGE YOUR TIffiEE BOOKLETS SO THAT THE ONE V.'ITH THE COYER
^
SIIEET IS ON TOP, THE OI'IE EI^TTITLES PART II IS SECOND, AND THE
BOOKLET ENTITLED PART III IS ON BOTTOLL
"
Demonstrate.
^The test is to be subjected to an item analysis; therefore, it is absolute-
ly necessary that each question be anffirered.
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(i'^ote: If the parts are "being administered separately, onit the above
directions.
)
"Nav FILL Ilf THE BLAIIKS AT THE TOP OF THE FIPST PAGE."
Allow time for filling information.
Say;
"FOLLav ALONG CAPJTFULLY V/HILE I READ ALOUD THE INFORiaTION
ON THE FROIJT PAGE BECAUSE IT TELLS YOU vHIAT THE EXERCISES ARE
ABOUT AND Ha,T TO DO THEH.
"
Read aloud slovrly and clearly as the pupils follow along.
"DIRECTIONS ; TO THE PUPIL
TEE PURPOSE OF THESE EXERCISES IS TO FIIIDOUT HO"; V;eLL
YOU CAN PICK OUT IDEAS TEAT ARE BIPORTANT AIT) ALSO HaT T.ELL YOU
CAN PICE OUT IDEAS TEAT DO NOT BELONG LTTE OTHERS. IT V.TIL TELL
YOU HCX; VffiLL YOU CAN ARTAIIGE IDEAS IN THEIR CORFdiCT ORDER.
THESE EXERCISES ARE DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS, EACH
ASKING YOU TO DO SOLTETiING DIFFEREl'TT. BE SUPJ; TO READ THE
DIRECTIONS Al'iD SAI..iPLE EXERCISE FOR KA.CH PART CAREFULLY AND DO
EXACTLY AS IT TELLS YOU. AS SOON AS YOU FETSIi ONE PART, GO ON
TO THE NEXT PART.
YOU DO NOT NEED TO HURRY BECAUSE YOU MAY HAVE AS MUCH
THUS AS YOU NEED, BUT YOU LEUST ANS’.TER EACH QUESTION. DO NOT
LEAVE ANY QUESTIOHS BLANK .'”
Pause, then say;
"RELE3ER, TliERE APJS HOPJ: DIRECTIONS AT THE BEGINNING OF
EACH PART. THERE ARE ALSO SAiJPLES TO SHOT,'" YOU JUST ?ffiAT TO DO.
BE SUPH TO READ THEM.
BE VERY SURE TO ANST.HR EACH Q'UESTION.
NaV TURN THE PAGE Al'JD BEGIN."
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GRiiDE BOY OR GIRL
months
DIRECTIONS ; TO THE PUPIL (Read silently while the teacher
reads aloudTT
The purpose of these e^cercises is to find out how v/ell
you can pick out ideas that are important and also how v/ell
you can pick out ideas that ^ not belong with others. It
v;ill tell you how well you can arrange ideas in their cor-
rect order.
These exercises are divided into three parts, each ask-
ing you to do something different. Be sure to read the di-
rections and sample exercise for each part carefully and do
exactl'r as it tells you. As soon as 7you finish one part, go
on to the next part. You do not need to hurry because you
may have as much time as you need, but yrou must ansv/er each
question. Do not leave an*’ questions blan!:.
> —
Bcores
I R I Tl III Total

PART I - 1 -
Directions: Place a check (•/ ) before the one idea that does not belong
v/ith the others. Be sure to read the titles because they tell v/hat
the ideas are about.
(Sample) Proper Care of Tools
Keep them sharp
Put them v;here they belong
\/ Stay out of the sun
Wipe them off after using
Oil them occasionally
Learn their proper use
ri) Late to School
Got up late
Hunted for my books
Didn’t eat breakfast
Waited for a friend
Talked v;ith a policeman
Looked in store v/indov;s
(9) High School
My brother goes to high school
I must study hard
It has a large playground
I hope to go there
It has many students
It is on Maple Street
(10) Autumn Leaves
S ome a re red
The trees are bare
Vie rake them into piles
They cover the lawn
They are fun to burn
The frost kills them
(2) How I Save Money
Run errands for Mother
Buy only a little candy
Work in summer
Go to fev^ movies
Prepare lessons carefully
Keep record of spending
(3) For Good Health
Br u sh teeth every day








Are usually v/ell written
May be read several times
Are found everywhere
Should be taken care of
(5) Cheating
^You should not get angry
It is stealing
It hurts the cheater most
~
It doesn’t pay
You v;ill lose friends
It is dishonest
(6) In Music Class
VJe sing every day
We choose songs to sing
~^
We sing popular songs
The children disturb us
Boys and girls sing together
Our teacher sings, too
(11) Sv/imming
We sv/am in the river
The v/ater v/as cold
Vie built a diving board
Summer is the best time
The water v/as not deep
No girls were allowed
(12) Playing in the Street
It is dangerous
The bus has a flat tire
Boys play ball
You must dodge cars
Children play hop-scotch
There isn’t enough room
( 13 ) Rules for a Talk
Stand squarely on both feet
Speak clearly
Look at the pupils
Speak loudly
Look in your book
Knov; v/hat you want to say
( 14) Lazy People
Don’t drive cars
Are likely to fail
Do not like to work
Are not respected
Have no ambition
Are sometimes late to work
(15) Jokes
They are fun to play
They make you laugh
Father v/as not at home
Some boys don’t like them
We played one on John
We often do things ’.like that
(7) Scouts (16) How to Get to Sleep
^Help those in need Turn off all lights






December is a cold month
Vie put presents on the tree
Vie sang songs
We decorated the tree
’’Try to relax
Think of something pleasant
Vash the dinner dishes
(17) Be Kind to Animals
Tiey are bur friends
T ey make good pets
Tley are of different sizes
Thy v/ill protect you
Th'jy can be trained
They are good companions










































Is time for fun
Fall dovm
Play jokes
(19) Why I LiHe Movies
Some aren’t interesting
I like to see pretty girls
I like to go vjith friends
I learn many things
They are exciting
They shov; hov/ others live
(20) Florida
There is no snov/
i'lany oranges grow there
It is v;arm in v/inter
Heat makes one sleepy
Many go there for vacations
It is in the South




Fought the white man
\’'!ere brave
Built canoes
(22 ) The Football Game
Last game of year
Game started at 2
I am in high school
Score was 6 to 0






Meeting of Art Club
Book Store Nov/ Open
Library closes at 3:30
(24) Buying a Coat
Decide on color
Look at some shoes




(25) A Book Report
Who wrol:e the book
^'r/hat is the book about
Have you read many books
Wha t part did you like best
^How did the book end
^Whore did the story take place
(26 ) For Happiness





Join others in play
(27) Stars
It hit the chTmney
Many shoot to earth
Some are large
They are many miles av;ay
W e see them at night
Some are bright
(28) Why I Like Farm Life
I like to work in the garden
I like animals
There is room to play
It is quiet
There is plenty of milk
Cov/s give milk
(29) Be Polite
People v/ill admire you
You can be proud of yourself
It will bo hard to find
It pays
Learn v/hat to do and say
Alv/ays say "Please"
(30) A Good Sport
Saves his money
Never loses his temper
Is a good loser
Plays the game fairly
Can take a joke
Takes no unfair advantages
SCORE




Dipections: Place a check (\/) before the one idea that is the most




Pour into a pan
^Making candy
Beat the mixture
Boil for ten minutes
Set aside to cool
Cut into squares
rn
decide on games to play
Prizes will be given
plan a party
I/Iary wants sandwiches
Everybody v;ants ice cream
It will be held on Monday
(3X
I have a Saturday job
Mr. Jones needed help
There v/as no school
I v/rappod packages
He gave me a dollar
I v;ill vjork each Saturday
(4)
Sometimes we have movies
V'/e gave a Christmas play
We are building a large map
V/e do interesting things
^'.Ve have had tv/o debates
V/e sing every morning
(5)
Whispering to a friend
Looking out the windov/
Reading the "funnies"
Drav/ing silly pictures
Wasting time in school
^"Writing notes to Bill
( 6 )
V/e stay all summer
Hiking is fun
V/e go to Maine each summer
I can paddle a canoe
The country is beautiful
I swim every day
(9)
The spokes arc loose
I left it behind the school
My bicycle is broken
I don’t knov; who did it
The wheel is bent
It was nev/
( 10 )
Her name is "Tab"
I have a pet cat
She catches mice
My cat is black
She is playful
My sister has a cat, too
Some people collect stamps
.Some boys build airplanes
’Collecting coins is a hobby
’My teacher has a hobby
’Some girls collect dolls
’Many people have hobbies
( 12 )
Baby brother had a fall




It didn’t hurt him
(13)
^Ploat in shallow v/ater
^You can learn to swim
Practise every day
Don’t swim alone at first










It belonged to grandmother
\7e v/anted to open the trunk
I found an old trunk
The trunk was dusty
The lock was rusty
The trunk was heavy
( 2 ) ( 11 )
I read the nev;spaper each day
__
The nev/spaper costs 3{z(
I read the headlines first
I don’t like the puzzles
The nev/spaper comes early
I like the "Sports" page
~
(V)
It looked like a bear
I had a thrilliiig experience
i rrightened *
It was dark
He grov/led at me
I ran home fast
(16)
^Food makes blood
Eat a variety of food
' Food builds strong bones
^Pood is necessary for health
Drink milk every day
Carrots are good for you
Cowboys drive off rustlers
Cowboys ride horses
Cowboys tend cattle
Cov/boys v/ear large hats
Cowboys lead ex'citing lives
Cowboys learn to rope calves
(17)
My dog does tricks
He walks on his hind legs
My dog rolls over
My dog runs after sticks
I.iy dog can count
Ivly dog opens the door
Go on to next page
S'!
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Backfire of an automobile
Sounds of laughter
Low whispering
Noises in the night
Creaking of trees
(19)
I saw many friends
I went to the air shov/
I ate my lunch
I v/atched the stunts
I looked at some planes
I met the pilots
( 20 )
John is friendly
He came from* Vermont
He is twelve
Everybedy likes him
\7e call him ''Jack"
John is a new student
(21)
Boston has many schools
Boston is a large city
Boston has many stores
Boston has a good harbor
Boston is old
Boston has a beautiful park
Many trees have leaves
Some trees have soft wood
Pine trees have needles
^Fir is the name ef a tree
Palm trees grow in Florida
There are many kinds of trees
(26)
Strong fingers are necessary
A violin has four strings
It requires much practice
It is held under the chin
A violin is difficult to play
A bow is used
(27)
Our car has a radio
It runs smoothly
The seats are soft
y'lG have a now car
Our car is black
vVe sold our old car
(28)
Turning on the lights
Stepping on the "gas"
Starting the motor




We lost the game
Vi/e made foolish mistakes
\‘^G chose the v/rong plays
We wore too confident
V'/e didn’t tackle hard enough
^^,7e argued among ourselves
Many programs are musical
I like quiz programs
'Some programs are funny
IVe hear many plays
'Many listen to the nev/s
'There are many radio programs
(23)
The sky is blue
The breeze is v/arm
It is a beautiful day
There are no clouds
The sun is shining
The birds are singing
(24)
Washington was a great m^an
'"""
He v/as our first president
’Washington fought Indians
His servants loved him
1/Vashington was a general
Waohlngten v/ns kind to all
Go to church on Sunday
’Duties for each day
'Clean house on Friday
Iron on Tuesday
Cook each day
’Monday is v/ash day
SCORE
Go on to P/iRT III
,’r.
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Directions; These ideas are mixed up. Number them 1,2, 3,4, 5, in the
order in which they should come to tell a story. Be sure to read the
titles because they tell you what the ideas are about.
(Sample) Forgetful Sally
2 Suddenly the telephone rang
nil v/as studying my lessons
5 I told her what it was
3 It was Sally
4 She had forgotten her lesson
(10) Rainy Day Game
It was fun
YIq got tired of reading
Vie read for a while
^I'/Iother showed us a game





Squirrel runs to bread
Place broad on ground
Squirrel sees bread
Stuffs bread in mouth
Sniffs- at broad
(11) An Odd Trip
I see a bridge gone
The train stops
Vie finish the trip by bus
V'/e are riding on a train
I rush to the v/indow
(2) A Rainstorm
There wore clouds in the sky
I decided to run
I knew that meant rain
I got very wet
It started to rain
(3) A Trip to Grandma’s
I bought my ticket
I v/aited for five minutes
The train finally arrived
I hurried to the station
I jumped on the train
(4) Snapshots
I made faces at him
Fred and I v;ere out v/alking
Fred had a camera
He took it just the same
He started to take my picture
(5) A Walk in the Woods
Foot hurt
Put on shoo
Pound stone in shoe
Threv/ away stone
Took off shoe
( 12 ) A Spelling Match
The "Reds" spelled first
They v/ere the Reds and Blues
He received a prize
Vv’e chose sides
Harry v/as the best speller
( 13) Lincoln’s Kindness
Dragged pig to safety
^'//alked along country road
Continued on v/alk
^\7iped hands
Pig stuck in mud
(14) A Letter
It was an invitation
Ho had three letters
I opened the letter
One v/as for me
I sav/ the postman coming
(15)
A Narrow Escape
I dragged her to shore
Mary and I wont to the beach
Vie lay on the sand
Mary screamed for help
Then we v/ont sv/imming
(6) A Fight (16) A Mysterious Noise
One hit the other We v/ent back to bed
Tv/o men stood in the street ^IJo crept to the window
A policeman stopped the fight ^jVg had heard a noise
They v/ere arguing V!c could see nothing
Both fell down Jack awoke me
(7) A Picnic
Eating our picnic lunch
Riding home
Deciding where to go
Putting out the fire
Riding to tho woods
(17) Crossing the River
Tom went for a v/alk
He stepped from rock to rock
^He came to a brook
He put on his shoes
Ho took off his shoes
(8) A School Play
Wo decided to give a play
At last the day came
helped write it




(18) A Spring Flood
The river rose rapidly
The dam broke
It rained for a week
lien worked to save the dam
Many were left homeless
(9) My Lost Dog
I went to tho police
policeman brought him homo
I thanked the policeman
One day I lost my dog
"~^e did not come home
(19) A Wild Ride
My uncle had a hdrso
"~
I held on tightly
One day I rode him
Ho started running
Ho stopped suddenly





























Three men jumped out
Their faces wore masked
shot rang out
II car stopped suddenly
They hurried into a store
(21) House Cleaning
I polished the floor
It v/as hard work
She asked mo to help
Mother was cleaning house
It was Saturday
(22) Off to School
Jumped on the bus
Put on hat and coat
Slammed the door
Ran to the coi’nor
Found a scat
(23) The "Funnies*'
^V/e were sent to bed
Dad brought home the paper
I v/anted them
LIy brother took the funnies
yfc started fighting
(24) A Ski ing Party
They skica all day
They started early
Mary v/anted to go skiing
She asked Ruth to go









Couldn* t remember station
John v;antod to hear the nows
^Finally found right station
Program had already begun
Asked his father the station(27)
The Broken Records
Mother took sister shopping
They stopped at a music store
Suddenly there v/as a crash
Mother looked at some records
Sister lay in a pile of records
(28) Finding Some Money
It was glued
I walked along the street
II dollar lay on the street
The j okc was on me
I looked to the ground
(29) New Pon
Put hand in pocket
Bought nev/ pen
Put pen in shirt pocket
Saw stain on shirt
Got hand covered v;ith ink
(30)
Flying to Now York
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